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ABSTRACT 
We review the theorems of Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR), Bell, Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ), 
and Hardy, and present arguments supporting the idea that quantum mechanics is a complete, causal, 
non local, and non separable theory.  
 
RESUMEN 
Revisamos el teorema de Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR), Bell, Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ), y 
Hardy, y se presentan argumentos soportando la idea de que la teoría mecánica es completa, causal, 
no local, y una teoría no separable. 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
 In 1935, Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen (EPR) 
published the today 70 years old paper "Can 
Quantum-Mechanical Description of Physical Reality 
Be Considered Complete1, in which they gave a 
negative answer to this question. The incompleteness 
refers to an individual quantum system, not to an 
ensemble of identical systems (section 2). To arrive 
at this conclusion, EPR assumed locality and a 
criterion for the result of a measurement of a 
physical quantity to be considered an element of 
physical reality prior to the measurement, and 
established a necessary condition for a physical 
theory to be considered complete. This led to the 
search of a "complete theory" by adding "hidden" 
variables to the wave function in order to implement 
realism, the most celebrated of this kind of theories 
being the De Broglie-Bohm theory.27 
 
 It was not until 29 years later, that Bell published 
his famous paper "On the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen 
paradox"13 in which, taking as starting points the 
EPR hypotesis plus the assumption of the existence 
of hidden variables, he derived an inequality 
between two-particle correlation functions (averages 
of products of spin projections along arbitrary 
directions in the case of atoms, nucleons and 
electrons, or polarizations in the case of photons) 
which for some range of angles or polarizations is 
violated by the quantum formulae for the correlations 
(section 3). For a particular value of the angle 
between the spin directions or of photon polarizations, 
as in the EPR case, the correlation is perfect, that is, 
the result of the measurement on one particle allows 
the prediction with certainty -i.e. with probability 

equal to 1- of the result of the measurement on the 
other particle, coincides with the EPR result and 
does not contradict the quantum prediction; for the 
other values of angles or polarizations the correlation 
is imperfect i.e. only probabilities -less than 1- of the 
outcomes of the measurements on the 2nd particle 
are predicted from the result of the measurement on 
the 1st. particle. The Bell's result offered the possibility 
to decide experimentally -and theoretically if one 
believes a priori in the quantum formulae-between 
the orthodox view5 of quantum mechanics and the 
interpretation based on the EPR hypotesis plus, 
possibly, hidden variables. The experimental evidence 
in the last decades15-18 favours the first alternative. 
 
 Within the framework of quantum mechanics one 
can give arguments to support the statement that the 
theory is non separable (subsection 2.1.a) and 
relativistically causal but non local in the sense of 
EPR-Bell (subsection 2.2.g). Then an analysis of the 
Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger theorem ("Bell's theorem 
without inequalities") of 1989 shows a contradiction 
between quantum mechanics and local realism, but 
for perfect correlations of three or more particles. 
One concludes that quantum mechanics is a 
complete theory in the sense that it provides the 
most complete description of a quantum system, 
without appealing to the concept of elements of 
reality and/or to hidden variables (section 4). 
 
 Hardy's theorem (1992) (section 5) is a Bell's 
theorem for perfect correlations between two 
particles i.e. establishes a contradiction between 
quantum mechanics and local realism for this 
system, and shows that EPR elements of reality 
corresponding to Lorentz invariant observables are 
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not Lorentz invariant. However, since quantum 
mechanics is causal, no signal can be sent 
backwards in time and therefore there is no need of 
a special reference frame to block causal paradoxes. 
 
2. EPR theorem (1935) 
 
 The EPR theorem1 says that quantum mechanics 
does not provide a complete description of an 
individual quantum system. This result, commonly 
known as the EPR paradox since Schröedinger2 
considered as such the situation already pointed out 
in the original paper by EPR, namely that to a distant 
physical system one could associate two (or more) 
different quantum states or wave functions, was 
derived assuming the validity of the following 
hypotesis: 
 
i) Quantum mechanics (QM) provides a correct des-

cription of nature. 
 
ii) Locality: "..., since at the time of measurement the 

two systems no longer interact, no real change can 
take place in the second system in consequence 
of anything that may be done to the first system"1 
or "But on one suposition we should, in my 
opinion, absolutely hold fast: the real factual 
situation of the system S2 is independent of what is 
done with the system S1, which is spatially 
separated from the former."3  

 
iii) Physical reality (sufficient condition): "If, without in 

any way disturbing a system, we can predict with 
certainty (i.e. with probability equal to unity) the 
value of a physical quantity, then there exists an 
element of physical reality corresponding to this 
physical quantity"1. This concept, from the physical 
point of view, is rather obscure, since "physical 
reality" was not defined before; it rests rather on 
intuition. 

 
iv) Completeness of a theory: any element of the phy-

sical reality has to have a counterpart in the theory. 
 
 In the literature, the set of hypotesis ii) and iii) is 
called local realism. 
 
Proof of the theorem 
 
 We shall consider here the finite dimensional 
Hilbert space approach of Bohm4, who replaced the 
continuum spectrum variables p and q by the spin ½ 
components of a pair of particles. A particle of total 
spin S = 0 decays into two spin ½ particles of the 
same mass, which move appart in opposite directions; 
according to quantum mechanics, the spin wave 
function of the pair of particles is given by 

      ψ = )(
2

1
2121 ↑⊗↓−↓⊗↑                 (2.1) 

where ↑k (↓I) is the wave function of particle k(l) with 
spin projection + ½ (-½) in the space direction 
specified by the unit vector n̂  = (sinθcosϕ, sinθsinϕ, 
cosθ). A more precise notation is  
 

    ψ > = )n̂n̂n̂n̂(
2

1
2121 >⊗>−−>−⊗>   (2.1') 

 
where ln̂ >  are kets in the Hilbert space of each 

particle. In terms of the polar angles θ and ϕ, 
 

  ,
2

sine
2

cosn̂ i >↓θ+>↑θ=> ϕ  

 

  ,
2

cose
2

sinn̂ i >↓θ−>↑θ=>− ϕ          (2.1'') 

 
where >↑  and >↓  are spin states in directions ẑ  

and ẑ−  respectively. Notice however that this does 
not mean that each particle is in a pure state (see 
below 2.2.f.). A state like (2.1) which is not a product 
of states but a sum of products of states, is called an 
entangled state. According to Schröedinger2, 
entanglement is "the characteristic trait of quantum 
mechanics". If one measures the spin component of 
particle 1 with a Stern-Gerlach (SG) apparatus in the 
direction m̂  and finds +½ (-½), then one can predict 
with certainty that the spin component in the same 
direction of particle 2 is -½ (+½). Since by 
assumption the two particles do not interact, 
according to the hypotesis ii) and iii) the spin 
component of particle 2 is an element of physical 
reality. It is important to realize that this way of 
thinking implies that ψ has suffered one of the 
following two collapses: 
 
        ψ → ↑1 ⊗ ↓2 or ψ → - ↓1 ⊗ ↑2           (2.2) 
 
 But the choice of direction m̂  in the measurement 
of particle 1 was arbitrary, and one could have chosen 
for example the directions ,ẑ ŷ  or ,x̂  respectively 
giving physical reality to the spin components Sz, Sy or 
Sx of particle 2. But according to QM, since the spin 
operators ,Ŝk  k = x, y, z do not commute and satisfy 
 
        mlk ŜiŜ,Ŝ =][               (2.3) 
 
with k, l, m in cyclic order, only one component can 
have a precise value. Then QM does not provide a 
complete description of the physical reality of any of 
the two particles. QED 
 
2.1. Some definitions 
 
 2.1.a. A quantum system consisting of N non 
interacting parts is called separable if its wave 
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function ψ is the product of the wave functions ψi of 
its constituent parts i = 1,…,N:  
 

ψ = ψI …ψN, 
 
independently whether these parts have interacted 
or not among themselves before. 
 
 The existence of entangled states like (2.1) shows 
that QM is a non separable theory. 
 
 It is clear that a separable theory is local in the 
sense of ii) above, but not the other way around, that 
is, separability is a stronger property than locality. 
Then non separability does not imply non locality: a 
non separable theory can be local or non local. 
 
 2.1.b. By relativistic causality or simply causality, we 
understand that no signal (or information) can travel 
faster than light in the vacuum. This is equivalent to 
the statement that a particle can be acted only by 
other particles or fields lying in its past light cone. A 
theory can be non local (and then non separable) but 
however causal. This is the case of QM (see 2.2.g.). 
 
2.2. Observations and criticisms 
 
 2.2.a. The EPR theorem does not contradict neither 
QM (only claims its incompleteness) nor mathematics. 
 
 2.2.b. The EPR correlation between particles is 
perfect, that is, the conditional probability of the result 
of the measurement on the second particle, given the 
probability (½) that the result of the measurement on 
the first particle is +½ or -½, is 1 i. e. certainty: this is a 
result of QM, and in this lenguage, related to the 
concept of collapse, one can write (with obvious 
notation) 
 

    p(↑1, ↓2) = p(↓2  ↑1) ×××× p(↑1) = 1 ×××× 
2
1

= 
2
1

     (2.4) 

 
where the p's denote probabilities, and p(AB) 
denotes the conditional probability of A given B. 
 
 2.2.c. A direct calculation in QM shows that, 
without passing through the intermediate steps of 
first computing a probability and then a conditional 
probability, in the state (2.1) the joint probability for, 
say 21 m̂m̂ >−⊗>+ is given by 

                         )m̂,m̂(p 21 >−> = 
2
1

             (2.5) 

 
 In fact, the probability amplitude for finding, in the 
singlet state (2.1), particle 1 (2) with spin projection 
in direction )b̂(â is 
 

<=>−> 121
2

1
b̂,â(A  

 

)n̂n̂n̂n̂(b̂â 21212 >⊗>−−>−⊗><⊗<  

 
)n̂b̂n̂ân̂b̂n̂â1(

2

1
2211221 ><>−<>−<>< −=  
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2
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2
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2
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2
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2
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2
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)
2
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2
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2
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2
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2

1 na)(ina na
θθ+θθ= ϕ−ϕ−  

 

)
2

cos
2

sine
2

sin
2

(cos nb)(inb nb
θθ−θθ ϕ−ϕ−  

 

+θθθθ−θθ− ϕ−ϕ−

2
cos

2
)(cos

2
cos

2
sine

2
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2
(cos nbna)(na na  

 

))
2
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2

sine nb)(i nb
θθ+ ϕ−ϕ−  

 

).
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2

sine
2
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2

sine(
2

1 ab)(iba)(i nbna
θθ

−
θθ

= ϕ−ϕ−ϕ−ϕ−   (2.6) 

 
which gives the probability 
 

+
θθ

=>>=>>
2

cos
2

(sin
2
1

)b̂,â(A)b̂,â(p b2a22
2121

 

)).cos(sinsin
2
1

2
cos

2
sin baba

a2b2 ϕ−ϕθθ−
θθ

+  (2.7) 

 
 For the particular case m̂â =  and ,m̂b̂ −= (2.7) leads 
to (2.5). For the other cases p(- m̂ >1, m̂ >2) = ½, 
p( m̂ >1, m̂ >2) = p(- m̂ >1,- m̂ >2) = 0). This method 
does not require the concept of collapse and is at the 
basis of the orthodox position with respect to QM: 
(2.5) or, in general, (2.6) and (2.7), is the unique 
information that QM provides on the physical system 
and so the conclusion of incompleteness of QM by 
EPR and the idea of an action at a distance involving 
superluminal transmission of signals are false. 
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 2.2.d. Moreover, one of the most powerful 
criticisms to the arguments of EPR is the meaning of 
the words "can predict" in the hypotesis iii). As 
employed by EPR, these words are used in the weak 
sense, which means that it is enough with the 
possibility of making the measurements, even if they 
are not performed, that the realities of the physical 
quantities in the remote system occur (counterfactual 
alternative). The strong sense however, requires that 
the measurements on the first system have to be 
actually performed and this is not possible if the 
observables in question have no common eigenvalue, 
as for example )'(

xS  and )'(
zS .In this case, )2(

xS  and 
)2(

zS  can not be elements of the physical reality and 
the conclusion of incompleteness is invalidated. This 
is essentially the criticism of Bohr5; see also the 
references 6 and 7. This argument allows the 
coexistence of QM with relativistic causality, but 
destroys the EPR sufficient criterion of reality. 
 
 2.2.e. We shall see that the EPR hypotesis ii) and 
iii), for statistical correlations (Bell's theorem) 
between two particles (section 3), and for perfect 
correlations between three (or more) particles 
(section 4) and for two particles (section 5) contradict 
QM. 
 
 2.2.f. The most general description of the state of a 
quantum mechanical system is through the density 
or statistical operator .ρ̂  If the system is in a pure 
state, then its description is given by a normalized 
ket ψ > ∈ � (�� is the Hilbert space), and  ρ̂  is given 
by 
 
      ρ̂ = ψ > ⊗ < ψ∈ �  ⊗ �*,              (2.8) 
 
�* being the dual space of � . Clearly, 
 
           ρ=ρ ˆˆ 2 .              (2.8.a) 
 
 Instead, a mixed state is described by the operator 
 
   ψ<⊗>ψωΣ=ρ iiiiˆ              (2.9) 
 
with ωi ∈ (0,1) and 1ii =ωΣ  (the different normalized 

kets >ψ i need not be orthogonal). If {a>} is a 
complete set, then 
 

=>ψ><ψ<ωΣΣ=>ρ<Σ=ρ aaaˆa)ˆ(tr iiiiaa  
 

     1a ii
2

iii
2

iaii =ωΣ=ψωΣ=>ψ<ΣωΣ .      (2.10) 
 
 Then  
 
         1)ˆ(tr 2 =ρ  for a pure state.           (2.11) 

 Clearly, ρ=ρ ˆˆ �  i.e. ρ̂  is hemitian, and < ψ ρˆ ψ > ≥ 0  
for all ψ > � i.e. ρ̂  is a non negative operator with 
eigenvalues satisfying 1 ≥ ρk ≥ 0 and Σkρk = 1. Then 
 

)ˆ(tr 2ρ < 1 if and only if ρ̂  represents a mixed state. 
 (2.12) 

 
 Both for a pure or mixed state, the average value 
of an observable A is given by  

     >< Â  = )Âˆ(tr ρ             (2.13)  

where Â  is the hermitian operator corresponding  
to A. In fact, if {a >} are its eigenkets, then 
 

iiÂ ωΣ=>< =>ψψ<ωΣ=>< iiiii ÂÂ  
 

>=′><ψ><′ψ<ωΣΣΣ= ′ aÂaaa iiiaai  
  

=>′<>ψ><′ψ<ωΣΣΣ= ′ aaaaa iiiaai  
 

aaiiiaai aaa ′′ δ>ψ><′ψ<ωΣΣΣ=  
 

=>ψ><ψ<ωΣΣ= aaa iiiai  
 

.aÂˆaaÂ)(a aiiiia >ρ<Σ=>ψ<⊗>ψωΣ<Σ=  
  
 Also, 
 

=>ψ<⊗>ψωΣ<=>ρ< a)aaˆa iiii  
 
           ).a(pa 2

iii =>ψ<ωΣ=            (2.14) 
 
 Finally, it can be easily shown that since  
each >ψ i  satisfies the Schröedinger equation, then 
ρ̂  satisfies 

          ]ρ[= Ĥ,ˆi
dt
p̂d            (2.15) 

where Ĥ  is the hamiltonian. So ρ̂  evolves with time 
with an opposite sign as the evolution of the 
Heisenberg picture of a time independent (in the 

Schröedinger picture) observable: ][−= Ĥ,Âi
dt
Âd

H
H . 

 
 Consider now a quantum system consisting in two 
parts, 1 and 2. Let θ1 be an observable for part 1; 
then its average value in the state of the total system 
described by the density operator 12ρ̂  is given by  
 

=ρ⊗θ=ρ⊗θ=>⊗θ< )ˆIˆ(trtr)ˆIˆ(trIˆ
1221211221121221  

         
    )ˆˆ(tr))ˆI(trˆ(tr red

111122211 ρθ=ρθ=           (2.16)  
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>↑↑<⊗<↓−<↓⊗<↑⊗>↑⊗>−↓>⊗↓>↑<↑= ))()(
2
1

2212121212  

 

>↑↑<⊗<↓−<↓⊗<↑⊗>↑⊗>−↓>⊗↓>↑<↓+ 2212121212 )()(
2
1  

where 
 
          .)ˆ(trˆ 122

red
1 ρ=ρ          (2.16a) 

 
is the reduced density operator for the subsystem 1; 
similarly 
 
   )ˆˆ(trˆI red

22221 ρθ=>θ⊗<            (2.17) 
 
with 
 
          .)ˆ(trˆ 121

red
2 ρ=ρ         (2. 17a) 

 
(Ik, k = 1,2 are the identity operators on the corres-
ponding Hilbert spaces.) In particular, for the pure 
state (2.1), 
 

>↓ψ<⊗><↓+>ψ↑ψ<⊗>ψ<↑=ρ 2222
red
2ˆ  

 

),(
2
1

1111 ↓<⊗>+↓<↑⊗>↑=            (2.18a) 

 
and similarly, 
 

             ).(
2
1ˆ 2222

red
e ↓<⊗>+↓<↑⊗>↑=ρ       (2.18b) 

  
 Therefore, in a matrix representation,  
 

            .I
2
1

10
01

2
1red

2
red
1 =��

�

�
��
�

�
=ρ=ρ            (2.19) 

 So, 

,I
2
1

I
4
1

)( red
k

2red
k ρ=≠=ρ  k = 1,2 

and 

   
2
1

))p((tr 2red
k = < 1            (2.20) 

i.e. each of the entangled spins in the pure state ψ is 
not in a pure state, but in a mixed state: the whole 
system is described by a wave function, but not each 
of its parts. 
 
 An immediate consequence of this fact is that the 
average value of any spin component of each 
particle vanishes: 
 
    <σk>l = )(tr red

lkρσ = 0, k = 1,2,3, l = 1,2.    (2.21) 
 

(σk are the Pauli matrices σ1 = ,
01
10
��
�

�
��
�

�
 σ2 = ��

�

�
��
�

� −
0i
i0

 

and σ3 = ,
10

01
��
�

�
��
�

�

−
 which means that no spin compo-

nent of any of the two particles has a definite or 
precise value (and therefore a reality) that can be 
predicted with certainty without perturbing the 
corresponding particle (subsystem)8. 
 
 2.2.g. Impossibility of an instantaneous (and therefore 
superluminal) sending of information. Non locality. 
 
 In the situation described by the state (2.1), assume 
that observer 1 finds ↑, then observer 2 finds ↓. If this 
would imply a transmision of information from 1 to 2 
and not only a correlation between 1 and 2, observer 
2 should be able to distinguish between the following 
alternatives: 

 
  i) 1 found 1, 
 
 ii) 1 did not measure, 
 
iii) 1 measured in an arbitrary direction n̂ . 

 
 It is clear that 2 can not determine what actually 
ocurred at 1, but only if the two observers come 
together and compare their results. However, though 
1 can not send an information to 2 and therefore 
causality (2.1.b.) is not violated, as a consequence of 
the individual measurement at 1, the probability 
distribution at 2 has changed instantaneously since, 
from (2.14), 
 

.
2
1

t
2
1

l
2
1ˆ)(p 11111

red
111 >=+<↑=>↑<↑=>↑ρ<↑=↑  

 
and from (2.5), 
 

  1
)(p

)(p
)(p

2
1
2
1

1

21
12 ==

↑
↓↑=↑↓  (certainty).      (2.22) 

 
 If 1 would not have measured, then 
 

.
2
1

2
1

l
2
1ˆ)(p 22222

red
222 >=↓<↓=>↓<↓=>↓ρ<↓=↓  

  
 This amounts to an instantaneous change of state 
of 2 (collapse), from a mixed state to a pure state i.e. 
to an instantaneous (and therefore superluminal) 
change of the density operator: 
 

>↓→ρ 2
red
2ˆ  

 
and therefore to a violation of locality a' la EPR. 
Since this is a pure quantum mechanical result, we 
conclude that QM is a non local theory. 
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 In the following we shall see that, in the average, 
the above instantaneous change of probability 
distribution does not occur. 
 
 2.2.h. Impossibility, in the average, of an instanta-
neous (and therefore superluminal) modification of a 
remote probability distribution9,10 
 
 Let U and V denote the two non interacting and 
spatially separated parts of a composite quantum 
system "U + V" (we can assume that in the past the 
two parts interacted with each other), and A and B 
corresponding measuring apparatuses; the total 
Hilbert is given by 
 
� � �����������  = � A ⊗ � U ⊗�� V ⊗ � B            (2.23) 
 
 The interaction hamiltonians apparatuses- 
subsys-tems, respectively H(U,A) and H(V,B), lead  
to unitary evolution operators U(U,A) = UUA and  
U(V,B) = UVB which by causality commute with each 
other: 
 
            [UUA,UVB] = 0.            (2.24) 
 
 UUA(UVB) is the identity on �VB  = �V ⊗ �B (�UA = 
�U ⊗ �A. Before any measurement, the density 
operator of the total system is 
 
   ,ˆˆˆˆ 0

B
0
UV

0
A

0 ρ⊗ρ⊗ρ=ρ            (2.25) 
 
and in general .ˆˆˆ 0

V
0
U

0
UV ρ⊗ρ≠ρ If A and B perform 

succesive measurements, the density operator 
evolves to 

    =ρ=ρ �)UU(ˆ)UU(ˆ UABV
0

UAVBBA  

  .UUˆˆˆUU VBUA
0
B

0
UV

0
AUAVB

��ρ⊗ρ⊗ρ=            (2.26) 
 
 On the other hand, if the apparatus A is switched 
off, i. e. A makes no measurement, then UUA is the 
identity (since H(U, A) = 0): UUA = IU ⊗ lA. 
 
 Let θV be an observable of the subsystem V; for its 
expectation value one has 
 

⊗ρ⊗ρθ=ρθ=>θ< ρ
0
UV

0
AUAVBVBAVˆV ˆˆUUˆ(tr)ˆˆ(trˆ

BA
 

 
);ˆˆˆUUˆUU(tr)UUˆ 0

B
0
UV

0
AUAVBVVBUAVBUA

0
B ρ⊗ρ⊗ρθ=ρ ����  

 
since by locality, ,0U,ˆ

UAV =]θ[  one has 
 

=ρ⊗ρ⊗ρθ=>θ< ρ )ˆˆˆUˆU(trˆ 0
B

0
UV

0
AVBVVBˆV BA

�  

 
.ˆ)ˆˆ(tr))UˆˆˆU(ˆ(tr

BˆVBVVB
0
B

0
UV

0
AVBV ρ>θ<=ρθ=ρ⊗ρ⊗ρθ= �  (2.27) 

  

 That is, the mean value of the observable θV of  
the subsystem V does not depend whether a 
measurement with the apparatus A is performed or 
not on the subsystem U. 
  
 Consider in particular =θV

ˆ β > ⊗ < β, the 
projector associated with the eigenvalue, β of an 
observable β̂ of the subsystem V; from (2.13) its 
mean value is given by 

BBA
ˆ)((tr)ˆ)((tr ρβ<⊗>β=ρβ<⊗>β  

and therefore 

>β′ρβ><ββ′<Σ=>β′ρβ><ββ′<Σ β′β′ BBA ˆ)ˆ  

i.e. 

     >βρβ=<>β′ρβ< BBA ˆˆ
      (2.28) 

 
 Then, from (2.14), 
 
       pBA(β) = pB(β).            (2.29) 
 
 So, in contradistinction with the result for a 
measurement performed on an individual quantum 
system (2.2.g.), (2.28) expresses the fact that at the 
statistical level, that is, at the ensamble level, the 
probability distributions remain unaltered by 
measurements on a distant subsystem. 
 
 2.2.i. Formulae analogous to (2.6) and (2.7), but 
for photons, can be easily derived11,12; these 
formulae are crucial for the comparison of the 
predictions of QM and the EPR and Bell theorems. 
 
 Let Hl > and Vi > represent respectively the 
states of horizontal and vertical photon polarizations 
in an EPR type experiment (l = 1,2), and 
 

  �
�

�

�

�
�

�

�

>
>

��
�

�
��
�

�

θθ−
θθ

=�
�

�

�

�
�

�

�

>θ
>θ

⊥
l

l

ll

ll

l

l

V
H

cossin
sincos

   (2.30) 

 

with ,
2ll
π+θ=θ⊥ the polarization states corresponding 

to the ordinary )( lθ  and extraordinary )( l
⊥θ  photon 

"paths" in a calcite crystal detector. Then, the two-
photon states 

  ),VHHV(
2

1
2121I >⊗>−>⊗>=>ψ    (2.31) 

decay product of the ground state of positronium 
(negative parity), and 

  ),VVHH(
2

1
2121II >⊗>+>⊗>=>ψ    (2.32) 
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coming from a cascade process J = 0 → 1 → 0 in 
calcium atoms (positive parity), with the help of 
(2.30) can be written as follows: 
 

    
,)I(A b

2
a
1

ab
12),1(b,aI >θ>⊗>θΣ=>ψ ⊥∈    (2.31') 

 

    
,)II(A b

2
a
1

ab
12),1(b,aII >θ>⊗>θΣ=>ψ ⊥∈      (2.32') 

 
where ,l

1
l θ≡θ l = 1,2, and 

),sin(
2

1
A)I(A 2112

11
12 θ−θ== ⊥⊥           (2.33a) 

),cos(
2

1
)I(A)I(A 21

1
12

1
12 θ−θ=−= ⊥⊥           (2.33b) 

),cos(
2

1
)II(A)II(A 2112

11
12 θ−θ== ⊥⊥          (2.34a) 

).sin(
2

1
)II(A)II(A 21

1
12

1
12 θ−θ−=−= ⊥⊥       (2.34b) 

 Then, the corresponding joint probabilities, again 
the unique prediction of QM, are: 
 

=>θ>θ=>θ>θ ⊥⊥ ),(p),(p 21I21I  

 

= ).,(cos
2
1

),(p),(p 21
2

21II21II θθ=>θ>θ=>θ>θ ⊥⊥  

(2.35a) 
and 
 

=>θ>θ=>θ>θ ⊥⊥ ),(p),(p 21I21I  

 

).,(cos
2
1

),(p),(p 21
2

21II21II θθ=>θ>θ=>θ>θ ⊥⊥  

              (2.35b) 
 Clearly, 
 
    1)lI(A)I(A 2b,a

12,1b,a
2ab

12,1b,a =Σ=Σ ⊥}{∈⊥}{∈  (2.36) 

i.e. 

.1),(p),(p b
2

a
1II,1b,a

b
2

a
1I,1b,a =>θ>θΣ=>θ>θΣ ⊥}{∈⊥}{∈  

(2.36') 
 
3. BELL'S THEOREM13 (1964) 
 
 The simplest statement of the theorem is the 
following: Quantum mechanics violates local realism.  
 The incompleteness of QM as claimed by EPR for 
the description of an individual quantum system, led 
to the idea that the incorporation of additional 
variables λ, called hidden variables, could complete 

the theory. They can be arbitrary in number (in 
general finite) and should explain realism. 
 
Proof of Bell's theorem 
 
 The hypotesis are the same as for the EPR 
theorem, plus the assumption of the existence of 
hidden variables λ, such that the pair 

(ψ, λ) 

gives a complete description of the system. As in 
EPR, take the system described by the wave 
function (2.1) and let the SG which measures the 
projection of spin 1 (2) be in the direction specified 
by the unit vector )b̂(â  of IR3. One assumes that in 
the laboratory both measurements are simultaneous 
and that the choice of â and b̂ are random. By 

locality, the choice of â does not affect that of b̂  and 

viceversa. Let A = A( ),;b̂,â λψ  and B = B ),;â,b̂( λψ be 
functions which give the results of the measurements 
on the spins 1 and 2 respectively; for simplicity we 
normalize their values to ± 1. Locality is taken into 
account if A = A ),,â( λψ  and B = B ),,b̂( λψ . Bell also 
asumed that there is a classical statistical distribution 
of the variables λ in the set Λ, given by a function 
µ(λ), with �Λdλµ(λ) = 1. Then the average value of 
the product of the projections of the spins 
(correlation) is given by 

    .),;b̂(B),;â(A)(d);b̂,â(P λψλψλλµ=ψ �Λ       (3.1) 

 This is not a consequence of only QM, but of QM 
and the hypotesis ii) and iii) (locality and realism) of 
EPR, where realism is represented by the set of 
variables λ. For âb̂ = one has the situation of EPR: 

perfect correlation, and P 1);â,â(P −=ψ ; so 
 

);1),;a(B),;â(A)((d0 +λψλψλλµ= �Λ  

 
then (except possibly for a set of measure zero), 

1),;â(B),;â(A −=λψλψ  i.e ).,;â(A),;â(B λψ−=λψ Then 
 

).,;b̂(A),;â(A)(d);b̂,â(P λψλψλλµ−=ψ �Λ  

 
 Consider a third direction ĉ ; then 

=ψ−ψ );ĉ,â(P);b̂,â(P  

).,;ĉ(A),;â(A),;b̂(A),;â(A)(d λψλψ−λψλψλλµ−= �Λ  

)),;ĉ(A),;b̂(A1)(,;b̂(A),;â(A)(d λψλψ−λψλψλλµ−= �Λ  

and so 
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=λψλψ−λλµ≤ψ−ψ �Λ ),;ĉ(A),;b̂(A1)(d);ĉ,â(P);b̂,â(P

 

  =λψλψ−λλµ= �Λ )),;ĉ(A),;b̂(A1)((d  

 
),;ĉ(A),;b̂(A)(d1 λψλψλλµ−= �Λ  

 
i.e. 
 
  ).;ĉ,b̂(P1);ĉ,â(P);b̂,â(P ψ+≤ψ−ψ           (3.2) 
 
 This is the simplest Bell's inequality (Bell, 1964). 
Notice that it does not depend on λ´s since these 
variables have been integrated. 
 
 The quantum prediction for ),;b̂,â(P ψ which we 

denote by ),;b̂,â(Pq ψ is given by 
 
     b̂â);b̂,â(Pq ⋅−=ψ              (3.3) 
 
(see Appendix). We prove now that (3.2) and (3.3) 
are contradictory: (3.2) amounts to  
 

);;ĉ,b̂(P1);ĉ,â(P);b̂,â(P);ĉ,b̂(P1 ψ+≤ψ−ψ≤ψ−−  

 

taking b̂,â  and ĉ in a plane, with == )ĉ,b̂()b̂,â(  

][∈θ== π
2

,0)ĉ,â(
2
1

,  one obtains  =ψ);b̂,â(Pq  

.2cos);ĉ,â(P,cos);ĉ,b̂(P qq θ−=ψθ−=ψ=  If QM 
repro duces Bell-EPR, then one should have 
 

-1 + cosθ ≤ - cosθ + cos2θ ≤ 1 - cosθ. 
 
 The second inequality holds since cos2θ ≤ 1; 
however, for the first inequality, 2cosθ ≤ 1 + cos2θ  
≤ 1 + cos2θ  - sin2θ = 2cos2θ i.e. cosθ ≤ cos2θ. 
If θ  = )0(2

π  then 0 ≤ 0 (1 ≤ 1), but if θ ∈ (0, )2
π  then 

 
            1  ≤ cosθ               (3.4) 
 
which is false. Then, the Bell-EPR hypotesis can not 
reproduce the predictions of QM. QED 
 
 Notice that for the case of perfect correlation, 

b̂â =  and then 
 
       1);â,â(P);â,â(P q −=ψ=ψ              (3.5) 
 
i.e. EPR-Bell reproduces the QM result. 

 In 1969, Clauser et al.14 derived another inequality 
which proved to be extremely useful for experimental 
purposes. If x, y, x´ and y´ take values in {+1, -1}, 
then the following equality holds: 
 
          xy – xy´ + x´y + x´y´ = ±2.              (3.6) 
 
 In fact, the left hand side of (3.6) can be written as  
 

x(y - y´) + x´(y + y´) 
 
and y – y´ or y + y´ equals ±2. Identifying: 
 

),,;b̂(By),,;â(Ax λψ=λψ=  
 

),´;â(A´x λψ=  and ),,´;b̂(B´y λψ=  

 
multiplying by µ(λ), and integrating over λ, one has 
the CNSH inequality: 
 

2)´;b̂´,â(P);b̂´,â(P)´;b̂,â(P);b̂,â(P2 ≤ψ−ψ+ψ−ψ≤−  

(3.7) 
 
(since � µ(xy – xy´ + x´y + x´y´) ≤ � µxy – xy´ + x´y +  
+ x´y´ = 2 � µ = 2). 
 
 It is easy to see how (3.7) is violated by QM15: 
choose the four unit vectors b̂´,â´,b̂ and â  in a plane 
with (say counterclockwise) angles given by 

;
4

´)â´,b̂(´)b̂´,â(´â´,b̂
π===  then, replacing P´s by 

,sPq′  for the middle term in (3.7) one obtains 
 

,22coscoscoscos 444
3

4 −=−−π+− πππ  

 
which violates the inequality. 
 
 Almost all the experimental results confirm the 
violation by QM of the above Bell's inequalities and all 
other inequalities which have been obtained 
afterwards. A summary of the experimental situation 
can be found in Aspect16, Zeilinger17, and Weinfurter18. 
  
 In (2.2.g.) we have shown that QM is non local (a´ 
la EPR), in agreement with the theoretical and 
experimental violation of the Bell's inequalities. The 
question of its completeness or not is solved in 
section 4. 
 
4. BELL'S THEOREM WITHOUT INEQUALITIES:  
    GREENBERGER-HORNE-ZEILINGER19,2O (1989) 
 
 The GHZ's theorem says that the EPR hypotesis 
contradict quantum mechanics. 
 
 We shall follow the presentation of Mermin21,22. 
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Proof of the GHZ's theorem 
 
 Consider three spin ½ particles, 1, 2 and 3, which 
are the products of the decay of an initial particle 
(source). The Hilbert space � of the spin part of the 
decaying particles is isomorphic to (C2)

3
 ≅ C8. After 

the decay, the three particles move freely (and 
therefore without interaction) along straight lines at 
1200 from each other, in a horizontal plane yz (one 
approximates the orbital motion by classical 
trajectories). For k = 1,2,3, we call zk the direction of 
motion of particle k, x1 = x2 = x3 = x the direction 
normal to the plane, and yk the direction in the plane 
normal to zk. Along each path zk, one sets two SG 
apparatuses to measure the spin projections in the 
directions x and yk. Let ↑k (↓k) be the eigenstates of 
the spin operator σzk with eigenvalue +1(-1), and let 
the normalized state vector of the system of the 
decaying three particles be given by 

          ψ> = 
2

1
(↑1↑2↑3> - ↓1↓2↓3>)           (4.1) 

ψ> is symmetric under the interchange of the particles. 
 
 Consider the spin operators 
 
     A = σx1σy2σy3, B = σy1σx2σy3, C = σy1σy2σx3   (4.2) 
 
 They have the following properties: 
 
i) Hermiticity: 

A� = (σx1σy2σy3)� = ���

123 xyy σσσ = σy3σy2σx1, σx3σy2σy3 = A, 

                 (4.3) 
 
since spin operators for different particles commute 
with each other; then also 
 
        B� = B and C��� C.            (4.3') 
 
ii) Commutativity: 
 

AB = σx1σy2σy3σy1σx2σy3 = (-1)σy1σx1σy2σy3σx2σy3 = 
 
        = (-1)2σy1σx2σy3σx1σy2σy3 = BA,             (4.4) 
 
etc. 
 
iii) Eigenvalues ±1: 
 
       A2 = B2 = C2 = 1              (4.5) 
 
since e.g. 
 

A2 = σx1σy2σy3σx1σy2σy3 = 2
y

2
y

2
x 321

σσσ = 1. 

 
 Then the set of eight eigenstates of A, B and C, 
 

{1,1,1>,-1,1,1>,1,-1,1>,1,1,-1>,1,-1,-1>, 
 
                     -1,1,-1>, -1,-1,1>,-1,-1,-1>}      (4.6) 
 
form a basis of � and therefore A, B and C is a 
complete set of commuting observables of the 
particles 1, 2 and 3. (The entries in la, b, c >, with  
a, b, c = ±1, respectively are the eigenvalues of A, B 
and C.) 
 
iv) ψ > is eigenstate of A, B and C with eigenvalue  
      equal to 1 i.e. 
 
     Aψ > = Bψ > = Cψ > = ψ >.         (4.7) 
 
 This can be easily verified taking into account that 
for any of the three particles, 
σxk↑k>  = ↓k>, σxk↓k>  =↑k> , σyk↑k> = i↓k>,        

σyk↓k> = − i↑k> (in fact ,
1
0

0
1

01
10

��
�

�
��
�

�
=��

�

�
��
�

�
��
�

�
��
�

�
 etc.)  

 

 Then, Aψ> = 
2

1
(σx1σy2σy2↑1↑2↑3> -   

                    - σx1σy2σy3↓1↓2↓3>) =   

                    =
2

1
(i2)↑1↑2↑3> - (-i2)↑1↑2↑3>) = ψ>, 

etc. 

 Suppose that on particles 3 and 2 one measures 
the spin projections with SG's in directions y3 and y2 
and obtain, say, the values +1 and -1 respectively. 
Then one can predict with certainty (perfect 
correlation) that the spin projection of particle 1 in the 
x1 direction is -1 since the state ψ> is an eigenstate 
of A = σx1σx2σx3 with eigenvalue +1, and so the 
product of the three spin projections must be +1. 
Assuming locality (EPR hypotesis ii) in section 2), 
the measurements on particles 2 and 3 do not 
disturb particle 1 since the particles are far enough 
so that they do not interact with each other. Then 
according to the criterion iii) of EPR (section 2),  
the eigenvalue -1 of σx1 is an element of physical 
reality. The same analysis can be repeated for  
other measurements and one concludes with EPR 
that the six eigenvalues of σx1,σy1, σx2, σy2 σx3, σy3, 
respectively mx1, my1, mx2, my2, mx3,my3 ∈ {1, -1} are 
elements of the physical reality. Since σxk and σyk for 
k = 1,2,3 can not have a common eigenvector, this 
leads to the conclusions that, as in the case of EPR, 
QM is not a complete theory, or, if it is complete, 
then it is in conflict with local realism. Since locality is 
violated (2.2.g), there remain the two possibilities: 
QM is complete or realist. 
 
 Assuming however the existence of the above 
elements of reality, they obey 
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mx1mx2mx3 = 1  (4.8) 
 
since 1 = mx1my2my3my1mx2my3my1my2mx3 =   
                mx1mx2mx3. But then consider the operator 
 
                                 D = σx1σx2σx3.                (4.9)  
  
 D commutes with A, B and C: in fact 
 
AD =  σ x1σy2σ y3σ x1σ x2σ x3  = σ x1σ x1σy2σy3σ x2σ x3  = 
= (-1)σx1σx2σx1σy2σy3σx3=(-1)2σx1σx2σx3σx1σy2σy3 = DA, 
etc. Since A, B and C are a complete set  
of observables then ψ > is also an eigenstate of  
D with eigenvalue, according to EPR, equal to 
mx1mx2mx3 = 1. However, as it can be easily verified, 
 
           D = - ABC,                   (4.10) 
 
(in fact - σx1σy2σy3σy1σx2σy3σy1σy2σx3 = - (-1)(σy2)

2 (σy3)
2 

(σy1)
2 σx1σx2σx3 = σx1σx2σx3) and then according to QM, 

 
      Dψ > = - ABCψ >           (4.11) 
 
i.e. ψ > is an eigenvector of D with eigenvalue -1, 
contrary to the prediction of EPR i.e. QM contradicts 
realism. QED 
 
Corollary: QM is a complete theory. 
 
 There is an argument in favor of the statement: 
either QM is incomplete or it is non local, which in 
particular implies that if QM is complete then it is non 
local. The argument is based on the so called 
"Einstein boxes" 11,23: If a box initially containing a 
quantum particle is separated into two boxes A and 
B, then the wave function of the particle becomes 

ψ > =
2

1
(A > +B >) where < Aψ > (< Bψ > 

gives the probability amplitude to find the particle in 
box A (B). If at B an observer finds (does not find) 
the particle, he can not however distinguish between 
the following two alternatives: 
 
 i) A did not measure 
 
ii) A measured but did not find (found) the particle. 
 
 This is the analogous situation to that discussed 
in 2.2.g. Then the observer at A can not send an 
instantaneous (and therefore superluminal) information 
(or signal) to the observer at B through this mechanism. 
A density matrix analysis analogous to that in 2.2.g. 
can be made here which shows that, even if no 
instantaneous signal can be transmitted, there is a 
collapse red

Bρ̂ → B > (or red
Aρ̂ → A >. In fact, 

 

ρ̂  = ψ > ⊗ < ψ= 
2
1

(A > ⊗ < A +  

  + B > ⊗ < B+ A > ⊗ < B+B > ⊗ < A); 
 

red
Aρ̂ = red

Bρ̂  = ρÂtr = ρ̂Btr = I
2
1

 

 
which imply 
 

2red
A )ˆ(ρ  = 2red

B )ˆ(ρ  = ,I
2
1

I
4
1 ≠  

p(A) = p(B) = >ρ< AˆA red
A = >ρ< BˆB red

B  = .
2
1

 

 
 It is clear that p(A) and p(B) respectively are the 
joint probabilities p(A, - B) and p(- A, B) where - B (- A) 
means that the particle is not found at B (A). Then for 
the conditional probabilities: 
 

p(- AB) = 
)B(p

)B,A(p −
= 

)B(p
)B(p

= 1, 

 

p(A- B) = 
)A(p

)B,A(p −
= 

)A(p
)A(p

= 1, 

 
(certainty). 
 
5. HARDY'S THEOREM24 (1992) 
 
 The Hardy's theorem has two parts: 
 
a) QM contradicts local realism. 
 
b) Elements of reality a' La EPR, corresponding  

to Lorentz invariant observables, are not Lorentz 
invariant. 

 
 The main interest for the 2nd part of the theorem, 
was the possibility of the existence of a preferred 
reference frame -like the microwave background 
radiation- to avoid paradoxes like going backwards in 
time if superluminal signals or instantaneous actions 
at a distance are allowed. However, as discussed in 
subsections 2.2.g. and 2.2.h., even if there are non 
local instantaneous effects, they do not consist in 
sending signals or information at velocities greater 
than c, and so paradoxes associated to that possibility 
are abscent. 
 
5.1. Mach-Zehnder interferometer 
 
 The scheme of the MZ apparatus is given in Figure 1. 
We describe it here in terms of photons, but the 
treatment for electrons and positrons in Hardy's 
theorem (subsection 5.2.) is similar. 
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Figure 1. Scheme of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer. 
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 Figure 2. Scheme of two MZ interferometers, 

one for positrons (+) and one for electrons (-). 
 

 BSk, k = 1,2, are beam-splitters (half-silvered mirrors 
in the case of photons) and MI, l = 1,2 are totally 
reflecting mirrors; G and F are detectors. a, b, c, d, e, f 
and g are the quantum states (vectors in a Hilbert 
space) of a particle taking the corresponding "path". 
(A complete treatment should use a path integral.) 
As usual, a reflection on a splitter or a mirror 
introduces a 90 phase (factors i). Consider the 
following two possibilities: 
 
i) With BS2 present 
 
 The succesive quantum states of the incident 
particle are given by the following chain: 
 

 ))ie(iid(
2

1
)icb(

2

1
a 121 M,MBS + →+ →   

 

 f))igf(
2

1
)ifg(

2

1
i(

2

1
2BS −=+−+ →         (5.1) 

 
which means that only the detector F clicks i.e. one 
has constructive interference al F and destructive 
interference at G: the particle "goes through" two 
paths (zwei Wegs); in other words, the presence of 
BS2 makes the particle to exhibit a wave-like nature. 
Notice that the detector which clicks is the one in the 
direction of the incident particle. In the analogy with 
the two slits Young experiment25, the situation is 
equivalent to that with the two slits opened. 
 
ii) With BS2 removed 
 

  a → … 
2

1
(id – e) → 

2

1
 (ig – f)          (5.2) 

 
which means that both detectors G and F click, each 

with probability 
2

1
. If G(F) clicks, one knows that 

the particle "went through" the path b - d - g (c - e - f) 
(welches Weg) exhibiting a particle-like nature. This 
is analogous to block one of the two slits in the 
Young double slit experiment (no interference). 

 As Wheeler26 has realized, BS2 can be inserted or 
removed at the last instants of the experiment i.e. 
much later than the moment in which the particle 
enters the interferometer; then one can decide 
whether the particle goes through one path (particle-
like behavior) or through two paths (wave-like 
behavior) after the particle has gone through one of 
these two alternatives! But this means that one is 
acting on the past!? 
 
5.2. Proof of Hardy's theorem  
 
 Consider the scheme in Figure 2, where there are 
two MZ interferometers, one for positrons (+)and one 
for electrons (-). 

 5.2.1. The possibility of electron-positron annihilation 
at P, assumed with probability 1 if the electron and 
positron travel through the intersecting paths, allows 
the detection of particles at G+ and G- (interference 
destroying alternative) with or without the beam 
splitters ±

2BS  installed. It is clear that if the detection 
at G+ and G- occurs, then annihilation at P has not 
taken place; this is an example of a counterfactual 
event. Then, from a semiclassical point of view, if the 
positron path was a+ → c+ → e+, then the electron 
path was a- → b- → d-, and if the electron path was  
a- → c- → e-, then the positron path was a+ → b+ → d+. 
 
 As in 5.1., we follow the succesive quantum states 
of the incident particles: 

)icb(
2

1
a 1BS ±±± + →

±
; 

the initial state is a+a- (=a+, a-> = a+> ⊗a->)  and 
therefore 

f 

−
1BS
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a+a- =++ → −−++±

)icb)(icb(
2
1

1BS  

  );ccbiccibbb(
2
1 −+−+−+−+ −++=  

 
since c+c- annihilate at P i. e. 
 

c+c-  →P  γ´s (photons) 
 
one has 
 

a+a-  →++++γ− →
±±± −+−+−+ 211 M,MBS )biccibbbs´(

2
1  

 

 ψ≡+−−γ− −+−+−+ )dieeiddds´(
2
1 .                 (5.3) 

 
 For the beam splitters ±

2BS  we have four possibilities: 
 
i) Both ±

2BS active: 
 

)igf(
2

1
e),gif(

2

1
d 2BS ±±±±±± +→+ →

± ; 

 
then 
 

a+a- → ψ → ).ggfiggifff3s´2(
4
1 −+−+−+−+ +−−+γ−  (5.4) 

 
 Probabilities check: .1)(3)()( 2

4
12

4
32

4
2 =×++  

ii) −
2BS  active and +

2BS  removed: 
 

),gif(
2

1
d,fe,gd 2BS −−−++++ + →→→

−

);igf(
2

1
e 2BS −−− + →

−  

then 
 

   )).gffg2(iffs´2(
22

1
a −+−+−+ +−+γ−→ψ→     (5.5) 

 
 Probabilities check: .1)()(2)( 2

22
12

22
12

2
1 =+×+  

 
iii) +

2BS  active and −
2BS removed: 

 

d- → g-, e- → f -, d+
,)gif(

2

12BS ++ + →
+  

);fig(
2

1
e 2BS +++ + →

+  

then 
 

 )).fggf2(iffs´2(
22

1
aa −+−+−+−+ +−+γ→ψ→    (5.6) 

 Probabilities check: .1)()(2)( 2

22
12

22
12

2
1 =+×+   

 
iv) Both +

2BS  removed: 
 

d± → g±, e±→ f±; 

then 
 

       )).gffg(iggs´(
2
1

aa −+−+−+−+ +++γ→ψ→       (5.7) 

 
 Probabilities check: .1)(4 2

2
1 =×   

 
 The results (5.3)-(5.7) are a prediction of QM. 
 
5.2.2. One assumes locality and realism by introducing 
the following eight functions: 
 

 
 

F±(0, λ),G±(0, λ) = 

 1, if a positron (electron) 
is detected at F± ,G±  
with +

2BS  installed 

0, if a positron (electron)  
is not detected at F± ,G±  
with +

2BS  installed 

 
 

F±(∞,λ),G±(∞, λ) = 

 1, if a positron (electron) 
is detected at F± ,G±  
with +

2BS  removed 

0, if a positron (electron) 
is not detected at F± ,G± 
with +

2BS  removed 

  
 Realism consists in the assumption that these 
functions of the hidden variable λ exist, while locality 
consists in the assumption that the functions for 
positrons (electrons) depend only of +

2BS ( −
2BS ). 

Clearly, the F and G functions are the analogous of 
the A and B functions of Bell, while the beam 
splitters +

2BS  play the rôle of the SG´s represented 

by â  and b̂ , in section 3. 
 
 From case iv), no f+ f- term appears in (5.6), then 
 
         F+(∞,λ)F-(∞,λ) = 0                 (5.8) 
 
in all experiments with both +

2BS  removed. 
 
 From case iii), 
 
    if G+(0,λ) = 1 then F-(∞,λ) = 1              (5.9) 
 
since the term g+f- appears in (5.5); this happens for 

8
12

22
1 )( =  of the experiments with +

2BS  in place and 

−
2BS  removed. 

 
 From case ii), 
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      if G-(0,λ) = 1 then F+(∞,λ) = 1            (5.10) 
 
since the term f+g- appears in (5.5); this happens for 

8
12

22
1 )( = of the experiments with +

2BS  removed 

and −
2BS in place. 

 
 From case i), 
 
      G+(0,λ)G-(0,λ) = 1            (5.11) 
 
for 16

12
4
1 )( = of the experiments with both +

2BS  

present. 
 
 Since F±(0, λ), F±(∞, λ), G±(0, λ) and G±(∞, λ) are 
functions of λ, we can compare them independently of 
the settings +

2BS (k = 1,2) which determine their values. 
 
 From (5.11), G+(0, λ) = G-(0, λ) = 1, and from (5.9) 
and (5.10), F+(∞, λ) = F-(∞, λ) = 1 which implies 
F+(∞, λ)F-(∞, λ) = 1, which is in contradiction with 
(5.8). Then, QM contradicts local realism. This is the 
Bell theorem without inequalities for two particles. 
 
 5.2.3. Let us assume with Hardy that if an element 
of physical reality corresponds to a Lorentz invariant 
observable, then the numerical value of the element 
of physical reality is itself Lorentz invariant. For 
example, if a> is an eigenstate of the observable A 
with eigenvalue a, i.e. Aa > = aa > and A is 
Lorentz invariant, then [A] = a is Lorentz invariant, 
where A is the element of physical reality 
corresponding to A and [A] is its value (we have 
used the EPR sufficient criterion of reality iii) of 
section 2). 
 
 Define the operators 
 
       ±Ê = e± > ⊗ < e±, .ÊÊÊ −+=         (5.12) 
 

±Ê are Lorentz invariant since they are the projectors 
onto the corresponding "arms" of the MZ´s, and  
Ê  is Lorentz invariant since it is the product of 
Lorentz invariant operators. Since 2)Ê( ± = ,Ê± and 

)ÊÊ()ÊÊ( 2 −+−+ =  since +Ê  and −Ê commute, their 
eigenvalues are 0 and 1. Clearly, 
 
    >=>+>=> −+−+−±±± e,ee,e)ÊÊ(,eeÊ  (5.13) 
 
and therefore 
 
           [ε+] = [ε+ε-] = 1.                   (5.14) 
 
 Also, if ⊥

−+ > e,e is a state vector orthogonal to 

,e,e > −+ then 

      0,implies0e,e)ÊÊ( =]εε[=> −+
⊥

−+−+  (5.15)
  
since �  ∋ 0 = 0e+, e- >⊥ where in the right hand side 
0 ∈ �� 
 
 The other way around, if a system has an element 
of physical reality A corresponding to the observable 
A with value a, then the state vector of the system is 
an eigenvector of the operator A with eigenvalue a. 
 
 In particular,  

if 1thereforeand1then1 =]εε[=]ε[=]ε[=]ε][ε[ −+−+−+  

(5.16) 
since the state is e+,e- > and )ÊÊ( −+ e+,e- > = 
   

= .e,eeeeÊeÊ( >>=⊗>>=⊗> ++−+−−++  
 

 Let K+(K-) be a reference frame in which the 
positron (electron) is observed before the electron 
(positron); if the positron (electron) has already 
passed through  +

2BS  ( −
2BS ) but the electron (positron) 

has not yet passed through +
2BS ( −

2BS ), then the 
process in the MZ's is given by 
 

     a+a- )eigefdif2s´2(
22

1 −+−+−+ −+−γ−→    (5.17) 

 
since in (5.3), )fig(e),gif(d

2
1

2
1 ++++++ +→+→  

but d- → d- and e- → e- 

 )giefefid2s´2(aa(
22

1 −+−+−+−+ −+−γ−→    5.18) 

 
since in (5.3), )igf(e),gif(d

2
1

2
1 −−−−−− +→+→  

but d+ → d+ and e+ → e+) 

 Then: 

 In K+, if the positron is detected in G+, then the 
electron collapses to the state -ie- and therefore 
 
    [ε-] = 1.             (5.19) 
 
 In K-, if the electron is detected in G-, then the 
positron collapses to the state -ie+ and therefore 
 
    [ε+] = 1.            (5.20) 
 
 In K0, it is easy to verify by an explicit calculation 
that 
 
                                    ψ−+ )ÊÊ(  = 0            (5.21) 
 
with ψ given in (5,3); then 
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          [ε+ε-] = 0.                         (5.22) 
 
 Clearly, this result contradicts (5.16) together with 
(5.19) and (5.20). The contradiction emerges 
because one is comparing the values of elements of 
physical reality in different reference frames, 
assuming that they were Lorentz invariant. QED 
 
 The contradiction can be seen in another way: In K+, 
[ε-] = 1 means that the electron went through e-, then 
the positron went through b+ to avoid annihilation at P; 
in K-, [ε

+] = 1 means that the positron went through e+  
 

and therefore the electron through b- again to avoid 
annihilation at P. So, in different frames the trajectories 
are not the same; moreover, the trajectories predicted 
in K+ and K- are contradictory if we stay at K0 with both 
G+ and G- detecting the particles. 
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APPENDIX 

Proof of (3.3) 
 

 Let + > = ��
�

�
��
�

�

0
1

 and  - > = ��
�

�
��
�

�

1
0

 be the eigenstates 

of σ3 =  ��
�

�
��
�

�

−10
01

with eigenvalues +1 and -1. In a direc-

tion n̂  = (sinθcosϕ, sinθsinϕ, cosθ), the normalized 
eigenvector of n̂⋅σ

�

 with eigenvalue + ½ is  n̂ > = 

cos
2
θ +>+eiϕsin

2
θ - > . Prepare the singlet state of 

two particles ψ >= 
2

1
(1, + > ⊗ 2, - > - 1, - > 

⊗2, + >). The probability of finding particle 1 in the  
 

 

+direction of σ3 is 
2
1

 then particle 2 will be found with 

certainty along z with eigenvalue -1; then the 
probability of finding it in the direction + n̂  is I < 2,  

-12, n̂ >2 = sin2 .
2
θ

Then P++ = 
2
1 × sin2 .

2
θ

Similarly 

P-- = P++ while P+- = P-+ = 
2
1

sin2

2
θ−π

 = 
2
1

cos2 .
2
θ

 

Then Pq )n̂,ẑ( = (+1)(P++ + P--) + (-1)(P+- + P-+) = 

sin2

2
cos

2
2 θ−θ

 = - cosθ = - .n̂ẑ ⋅ z. By spherical 

symmetry, this holds for arbitrary a and b. QED 
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